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Abstract: Metal oxide nanoparticles demonstrate uniqueness in various technical applications due
to their suitable physiochemical properties. In particular, yttrium oxide (Y2O3) nanoparticle is
familiar for technical applications because of its higher dielectric constant and thermal stability.
It is widely used as a host material for a variety of rare-earth dopants, biological imaging, and
photodynamic therapies. Y2O3 has also been used as a polarizer, phosphor, laser host material, and in
the optoelectronic fields for cancer therapy, biosensor, and bioimaging. Yttrium oxide nanoparticles
have attractive antibacterial and antioxidant properties. This review focuses on the promising
applications of Y2O3, its drawbacks, and its modifications. The synthetic methods of nanoparticles,
such as sol-gel, emulsion, chemical methods, solid-state reactions, combustion, colloid reaction
techniques, and hydrothermal processing, are recapitulated. Herein, we also discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of Y2O3 NPs based biosensors that function through various detection modes
including colorimetric, electrochemistry, and chemo luminescent regarding the detection of small
organic chemicals, metal ions, and biomarkers.

Keywords: yttrium oxide; rare earth metals; synthesis; drug delivery; biomedical; applications

1. Introduction

In recent times, rare earth metal nanomaterials are the more popular and commonly
used material for its device applications and are synthesized in the form of nanoparticles
(NPs), nanotubes, rods, and sheets. Metal nanoparticles have been developed that are
comprised of various metals, magnetic, metal oxides, and quantum dots [1], while organic
nanoparticles include liposomes, dendrimers, albumin-coated NPs, polymeric NPs, and
lipid NPs [2]. In this review, we address yttrium oxide (Y2O3), an inorganic nanoparticle
which is one kind of precious rare earth element. Recently, a geological survey of the
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United States [3] has emphasized that the estimated yttrium was 0.12% among rare earth
elements, and demonstrated the end-use of yttrium in ceramic, metallurgy, and phosphors.
The majority of world production of yttrium oxide in 2018 was from China, and was
estimated to be 7000 tons. The leading countries of yttrium reserves include Australia,
Canada, China, and India. Y2O3 is used as a component in uranium-resistant refractory
ceramic, liquid reactive molten alloys and salts within the frame of atomic reactors [4,5],
and it makes a superb defensive coating, as well as another suitable choice for silicon
dioxide in metal-oxide-semiconductor devices. It is widely used in the ceramic field
as abrasives and seals with high-temperature tolerability. It is also used in jet engine
coating and used as an oxygen sensor in automobiles, It is corrosion-resistant to cutting
tools [6,7]. In metallurgy, it is used as a grain-refining additive and deoxidizer, as a superior
temperature conductor, and as the best alloys. The yttrium derivatives were used in
electronic applications of microwave radar, digital communications, temperature sensors,
nonlinear optics, photochemistry, and photoluminescence. Yttrium has played a vital part
in yttrium aluminum garnet laser crystals that are applied in surgical procedures in medical
and dentistry.

Many researchers report the properties of Y2O3 as being chemically stable, having a
higher degree of hardness, and possessing unique optoelectronic properties [8–10], and the
applications as solar energy processes [11], lithium-ion batteries [12,13], and components
for rare-earth-doped lasers [14,15] found that the composite of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
and Y2O3 can be used to detect acetaminophen with good electrocatalytic activity. As rare
earth nanomaterials, Y2O3 nanoparticles have an attractive high refractive index, large
bandgap (5.8 eV), high dielectric constant, and high warm stability region [16], which is the
essential criteria for photodynamic therapy [17], biological imaging [18], luminescence [19],
and nuclear power systems [20]. Y2O3 nanoparticles have been synthesized as nanorods
and nanoflakes with controlled morphology via hydrothermal synthesis by varying pH,
with lengths and lateral dimensions of the order of microns [21]. Deng et al. [22] illustrated
how Y2O3 influences the mechanical properties of calcium phosphate coated on Ti6Al4V, a
promising bio-ceramic fabric. Y2O3 as highly efficient and functional composite materials
was applied as yttria-stabilized zirconia films [23,24].

In the biomedical field, NPs exhibited diverse applications, such as drug delivery
systems, gene therapy, the discovery of pathogens, and identification of proteins and
tissues. However, its involvement in DNA-related research was also reported, such as the
purification process, DNA separation and structure, and tumor inhibition techniques [25].
Nanosized particles have shown to achieve a better outcome in the wastewater manage-
ment system, owing to its extended surface area to volume ratio, and assistance in the
purification of the water treatment process [26]. Metal oxides NPs are used as water treat-
ment catalysts [27,28]. In cosmetics, raw materials of solar cells have been reported [29].
Metal oxides nanoparticles, covering zinc oxide, titanium, cerium, and yttrium oxide NPs,
have been extensively studied. Each nanoparticle has been shown to have unique features.
The current study shows that Y2O3 with rare-earth ions doped can also be used for solid-
state lighting purposes [30]. Y2O3 with a maximum of 9.71% rare earth is used in LEDs.
The first demonstration of a high-spatial-resolution and multicolor imaging technique
for observation of biological cells using cathodoluminescence (CL) from nanophosphors
has been observed. CL is emission from materials irradiated by the accelerated electron
beam. For CL imaging, Y2O3:Tm, Y2O3:Tb, Y2O3:Eu were used as the phosphors. The
spectral bandwidth of the phosphors was narrow enough to distinguish the types of the
phosphors. Yttrium oxide doped with europium (Y2O3:Eu) is a luminescent material with
red-orange emission, excitation by electrons (cathodoluminescence). Rare-earth doped
ceramic materials show efficient fluorescence under near-infrared (NIR) excitation. Current
investigation shows that Y2O3:Er particles and the surface modification of these particles
with double layers of PAAc (acrylic acid) as an interfacing agent and acetal-PEG-b-PAMA
led to successful NIR imaging nanoparticles. Grain size of these particles is found to be
10 nm to 200 nm, which are found to be good for near-infrared excitation. Among the
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mentioned, yttrium oxide NPs have shown to be the priority of several research efforts,
which is attributable to their unmatched number of applications in diverse fields, including
biomedicine. However, the available published resources on the Y2O3 synthesis meth-
ods and its emerging biomedical applications are very scarce. Hence, the present review
article highlights the methods of Y2O3 synthesis and mode of action and discusses their
biomedical applications in some detail.

2. Synthesis of Yttrium

Several methods have been employed for the preparation of yttrium oxide. It is
noteworthy that while the schemes and approaches of synthesis are similar, the properties,
such as physiochemical, depended upon the particle’s potentials. Therefore, in the first
section of this review, we present the advanced methods of the synthesis of Y2O3 with its
various applications (Table 1). Prolonged-time synthesis of Y2O3 has proved attractive
in recent times for many cancer-related purposes, which have evolved chiefly due to the
nanoparticle’s excellent and appealing physicochemical properties [31]. Various physical
and chemical synthesis processes have been practiced for fabricating Y2O3 nanoparticles,
such as the sol-gel method, hydrothermal, green synthesis, precipitation method, citrate
precipitation method, acid composition mediation method, and mycoplasma-assisted
method.

Table 1. Different methods and applications of synthesized yttrium oxide nanoparticles (Y2O3).

# Method Application Precursor Ref.

1
Synthesis of up-converting

nanoparticles acid
composition method

To improve infrared light conversion
to visible light in optoelectronic

devices

Yttrium and europium oxides with
acetic acid are +HNO3 + HCl using

hydrothermal microwave irradiation
[32]

2 Microplasma-assisted
method

Used in optical emission, emission
spectroscopic studies, plasma kinetic

analysis
Yttrium nitrate with water medium [33]

3 Hydrothermal method

Improves the efficiency of light to
electric transformation by converting
UV light to visible light. One half of
Y2O3 enhances open circuit voltage

TiO2 on dye-sensitized solar cells [34]

4 Hydrothermal method
(synthesis of nanorod)

Enhance infrared light harvest and
increase photocurrent or

dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC)

1
2 Y2O3: Er3 [30]

5 Sol-gel process

Ethylene tetraacetic acid (EDTA)
complexing sol-gel process particle is
fine and requires no further grinding

Metal nitrate and EDTA [35]

Antioxidant property used in a
biological system

Yttrium nitrate yttrium chlorate in
methanol with P-123 poloxamer [36]

i. Auto catalytic-polymerization
ii. Sol-gel method: Adjusting of

electrochemical criteria
iii. Cytotoxicity effect through human

neuroblastoma cell.

i. Hexahydrate yttrium chlorite
ii. Yttrium hydroxide

iii. Yttrium chloride (YCl3·6H2O)
[37]

6
i. Cathodic electrodeposition

method
ii. Thermal decomposition

i. Crystalline size (40–60) nm
ii. Thermal decomposition particle

size 30 nm
Yttrium hydroxide [8]

7

Citrate precipitate on the
method (Surfactant PEG
2000) using azeotropic

distillation

Torispherical and uniform-sized
Particle with a developed structure Yttrium chlorate (YCL3) [9]
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Table 1. Cont.

# Method Application Precursor Ref.

8
Biosynthesis from Acalypha

indica leaf extract size (23 µm
to 66 nm)

Increasing the rate of antibacterial
behavior

Yttrium nitrate hexahydrate + A.
indica leaf [17]

9 Yttrium oxide in the
microwave field Yttrium oxalate hydrate Narrow particle size distribution, used

for industrial processing [38]

10 Green method synthesis Efficient anticancer activity against
renal cancer Plant-based [39]

11 Sono-chemical irradiation
method Antimicrobial, anti-biofilm production Yttrium III acetate tetrahydrate [40]

12 Chemical precipitation
method Transparent ceramic Carbonate yttrium + nitric acid [41]

2.1. Hydrothermal Process

According to wet chemistry methods, the hydrolysis of yttrium salt solutions can be
scaled up. The lower solubility of Y(OH)3 (Ks ~(10–22.1)) is highly challenging during the
synthesis of Y2O3 nanoparticles in hydrothermal processes with uniform nuclei sizes and
growth [42]. Y2O3 nanocubes were synthesized using Hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA)
and YCl3 solutions (required amount dissolved in 60 mL of deionized water). The mixture
was stirred for 1 min, and then transferred to a 100 mL Teflon-lined autoclave for heating
at 180 ◦C for 24 h. After 24 h, the obtained products were cooled to room temperature (RT),
washed, and dried at 50 ◦C for 24 h (Table 2).

Table 2. Synthesis of yttrium oxide by hydrothermal method.

# Precursors Medium Temperature Obtained Ref.

1 Yttrium salts, ammonia, water Chloride, nitrate (200–270) ◦C
((0–120) min) Yttrium grains [43]

2 Y(NO3)3·6H2O (3.83 g), and
urea (0.5 g) water 140 ◦C for 12 h Y(OH)CO3 [44]

3 Y(NO3)3 6H2O,
Glycine, water, NH3.H2O 170 ◦C for 5 days Y(OH)3

nest-like [45]

4 Y2O3, nitric acid ammonia
(or) NaOH (80–220) ◦C for 24 h Hexagonal Y(OH)3, [46]

5 Pure Y2O3 was dissolved in
an HNO3 solution NaOH solution 110 ◦C for 72 h Y2O3 nanotubes (NTs) [47]

6 Pure Y2O3, NaOH solution 150 ◦C for 12 h
Hexagonal Y(OH)3 with
nanotube and microrod

morphologies
[13]

7 Y(NO3)3·8H2O, 0.5 g
PEG-6000 and 20 mL water NaOH 60 ◦C for 4 h Y(OH)3 and Y2O3

nanotubes [48]

8 hydrate yttrium nitrate and
methyl salicylate ethyl acetate 80 ◦C for 120 min Porous cubic yttrium oxides [49]

Y2O3 nanoparticles in the shape of flowers can be synthesized using HMTA, YCl3,
and phenol solutions (all dissolved in 60 mL of deionized water). The same procedure
was followed for the synthesis of Y2O3 flowers as Y2O3 cubes, as shown in Figure 1, to
form the composite Y2O3 plate/phenolic resin structures. The phenolic resin is formed
during the reaction between phenol and formaldehyde, which is the product of the reaction
between HMTA and deionized water. Subsequently, the composite Y2O3/phenolic resin
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structures were further annealed at 600 ◦C for 8 h to remove the phenolic-resin template,
which resulted in the formation of Y2O3 flowers [50].
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2.2. Precipitation Method

Due to the perspective applications and properties of Y2O3, the preparation of Y2O3
has emerged as a widely increasing trend. However, a series of preparation methods have
been reported in a few decades—these include precipitation [51] and sol-gel practice [52].
Precipitation is a popularly used technique, and is simple for the synthesis of Y2O3 NPs
(Table 3) and yttria powder for large-scale industrial production with low cost to regulate
the size of particles. Y2O3 NPs can be synthesized using a simple co-precipitation method
in a distillate pack, followed by calcination of the precursor, yttrium oxalate (Y2(C2O4)3)
in a furnace with the reaction varied between room temperature (RT) and 100 ◦C for
various reaction durations ranging (0.5 to 3) h. The results proved that pure Y2O3 was
synthesized using the processing parameters, which were in good agreement with the
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and Raman analysis results for
co-precipitation reaction at 40 ◦C for 1 h, followed by calcination at 650 ◦C for 4 h. This
method yielded semispherical Y2O3 nanoparticles with crystallite sizes ranging (7–21) nm,
and a large specific surface area of 7.40 m2/g [53].

Bhavani and Ganesan et al. [54] synthesized this familiar yttrium compound and
doped it with bismuth and zinc oxide, as they have been shown to have an extended
bandgap, and tested their optical properties. As a result, the wet chemical method is
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prompt and easy to synthesize Bi and Zn co-doped yttrium oxide nanoparticles for various
phosphor utilities. Another study conducted by Su et al. [55] revealed that Y2O3 stability
could be improved, and appreciable absorption selectivity was achieved by adding ZnO3
to form Y2O3 ZnO complex using the precipitation method. The complexes proved to be
acting as a photocatalyst.

Table 3. Synthesis of yttrium oxide by the precipitation method.

# Precursors Medium Methods Ref.

1 Yttrium, europium, chloride salts, HCL Ammonia Co-precipitation [57]

2 Yttrium nitrate, hafnium (IV) chloride, diammonium oxalate
monohydrate, polyethylene glycol 6000 Water Co-precipitation [56]

3 Yttrium nitrate hexahydrate, Na2CO3, KOH, and NaOH Water Co-precipitation [58]

4 Yttrium nitrate, nitric acid, ammonia
and ammonium, hydro-carbonate Water, alcohol Precipitation [41]

5 Yttria powder, nitric acid, ammonia sulfate Ammonia water Precipitation [59]
6 yttrium nitrate and urea Water Precipitation [60]
7 Yttria, nitric acid, aluminum nitrate, urea Water Precipitation [61]
8 Y2O3 (95 mol.%) and Eu2O3 (5 mol.%) were dissolved in HNO3, Water Precipitation [62]
9 Y2O3 (95 mol.%) and Eu2O3 (5 mol.%) were dissolved in AcOH Ethylene glycol (EG), Precipitation [62]
10 Y (NO3)3 (77 mL), Yb(NO3)3 (20 mL), Er(NO3)3 EDTA Precipitation [63]
11 (Y(NO)3·6H2O), Na2CO3, KOH and NaOH Ammonium hydroxide Co-precipitation [58]

Yttrium hafnate (Y2Hf2O7) precursor was prepared by mixing yttrium nitrate and
hafnium (IV) chloride with ammonium oxalate aqueous solution using the oxalate co-
precipitation method at 800 ◦C for 4 h. Platelet, rod, and spherical shape Y2Hf2O7 powders
were obtained by controlling the concentration of the surfactant PEG6000, and it played
a vital role in the morphology of the particles [56]. Huang et al. [41] synthesized yttria
nanopowders with a narrow size distribution using a precipitation method. In this process,
the pH value at the end has a significant effect on the size and morphology of the precursor
and the yttria powders; under the same calcination condition, the yttria powders made
from the precursor obtained at a pH of 8 are smaller in mean particle size and narrower
in size distribution than those made from the precursor obtained at a pH of 10 with the
optimum calcination temperature of 1000 ◦C. The nanopowder was obtained at 30 nm size
and was well dispersed. Using this yttria nanopowder, transparent yttria ceramics were
produced by vacuum sintering at 1700 ◦C for 4 h without any additives.

2.3. The Sol-Gel Method

The Sol-gel method of yttrium preparation is a preferable technique used by several
researchers. In this method, yttrium nitrate and yttrium chloride were used as precursors
with methanol. To accelerate oxygen gaps, maP-123 Poloxamer can be inserted [36]. The
manufacturing set-up was heating at 700 and 900 ◦C with various molar ratios of (1:1 and
1:2). The characteristic absorption bond of Y–O vibration was shown to be the same as Y2O3
matrix. XRD can analyze the structural phase. The crystalline obtained was determined
by the Scherrer equation within the range (21 to 32) nm. Y2O3 using the sol-gel method
was reported by Mariano–Torres et al. [37]. In their experiment, a hybrid polymer glycol
citrate polymer, glycerol citrate polymer (GCP), and Y2O3 nanoparticles were synthesized.
The antibacterial ability of citrate-based polymer nanoparticles is reportedly involved in
biomedical applications, as citrate has been from a natural source. In 2003, Zhai et al. [35]
synthesized Y2O3 Eu-doped nanopowder using ethylene tetraacetic acid (EDTA) complex
with a comparatively low temperature of 600–100 ◦C and using metal nitrate as precursors.
EDTA and polyethylene glycol were acting as a chelating factor and polymerization activa-
tors, and from the mentioned solution system, Y2O3 Eu nanopowder was extracted. EDTA
was reported to be the best chelator to the cations and offered stable complex with good
solubility. All materials with precursors were blended on a molecular basis in a solution,
which helps regulate the composition and homogeneity. During the polymerization reac-
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tion, EDTA-stimulated PEG can provide an excellent suppressing cation assemblage, and
homogenous gel Y2O3: EU nanopowder with purity can be obtained. Particles seem to be
spherical. It required no further milling or grinding. In addition, Bhagat et al. [64] have
postulated that Y2O3 acts as a catalyst for the synthesis of pyrimidine in methanol media.
Y2O3 powders had been successfully synthesized through the sol-gel process using glyc-
erol and polyethylene glycol as additives accompanied through low-temperature (550 ◦C)
annealing, and the results show an intense bluish-white emission with a quantum yield as
high as 64.6% under a wide range of UV-light excitation of (235–400) nm [65].

Although the Pechini technique [66] (a variation of the sol-gel method) is an inexpen-
sive and convenient way to prepare rare earth ion (REI)-doped phosphors, it results in
the formation of strongly agglomerated nanocrystalline powders [67–69]. A novel synthe-
sized nanocrystalline Eu3+-doped Y2O3 materials combined Pechini-foaming technique.
Analytically detectable amounts of defect sites were reached in Y2O3, synthesized Eu3+

nanopowders with an average size of 40–50 nm. It was found that the increasing Eu3+

doping concentration leads to the redshift of Raman lines. The intense emissions of the
nanophosphors due to doping with the Eu3+ ions are assigned to transitions occurring
between the 5D0 excited state and 7FJ ground states of these ions. Most efficient emissions
were activated by charge transfer between Eu3+ and O2−, and subsequent energy transfer
to the dopant ions. The outcomes of this research are that Eu3+ ions could occupy not only
two well-known symmetry sites in cubic Y2O3 host C2 (non-centrosymmetric) and C3i
(centrosymmetric), but also defect sites (Figure 2) [70].
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2.4. Flame Spray Pyrolysis (FSP)

The two common methods of flame synthesis methods are flame spray pyrolysis (FSP),
and flame assisted spray pyrolysis (FASP) [71] (Figure 3). In the FSP method, the fuel
can even be the solvent of the precursor solution, and in FASP, gas is used as a fuel, and
water is the solvent of the precursor solution [72]. In the FASP process, the correlation
between particle size and crystalline phase of Y2O3: Eu particles was established with the
interaction of Eu-doping concentration. Monoclinic Y2O3: Eu particles as a cubic crystal
structure can be obtained through the post-processing method by flame synthesis [73]. This
reaction is against the advantage of flame aerosol synthesis. When cubic Y2O3: Eu particles
were synthesized via high-temperature aerosol synthesis, the substrate was formed in
the absence of quenching effect [74,75]. Y2O3: Eu particles exhibit a similar size as Y2O3
particles when synthesized in flame synthesis [76]. The undesirable hollow morphology
with irregular shapes can be obtained in the air-supported flame method. The particle
morphology can also be improved by varying the precursor solution [75,77], and dense,
spherical Y2O3: Eu particles can be generated using high flame temperatures, without the
use of additives [73].
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2.5. Citrate Precipitation Method

Among the many kinds of rare earth oxides, Y2O3 contains excellent temperature
tolerability, corrosion resistance ability, and photochemical stability [78]. Several studies on
the synthetic methods of nanoparticles have been carried out [79]. In this method, Y2O3
was prepared from YCl3 as precursors, 0.1 mL/L YCl3 and 0.1 mol/L HCl were mediated
by PEG 2000 surfactant, and the dried process was performed using azeotropic distillation.
Chen et al. [80] have found that homogenous spherical Y2O3 NPs could be obtained with a
size of 20 nm by calcining the precursor at 800 ◦C for 1 h. This study was the first attempt
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at dry precipitation using azeotropic distillation under the least pressure, which confers
quick NPs.

2.6. Microplasma-Assisted Method

In the nanoparticle synthesis process, plasma electrochemistry has emerged as a
unique priority area of interest. Lin et al. [33] reported a peculiar method of Y2O3 prepara-
tion method using an easy handling, toxicity-free, microplasma-mediated synthetic process.
It has worked in pin to liquid configuration with yttrium nitrate aqueous solution as pre-
cursors. Using this method, NPs with high purity and convenient size could be fabricated.
This synthesis method contributes to an environmentally friendly and measurable route
for Y2O3 NPs generation.

2.7. Acid Composition Mediated Method

This method involved the dissociation of yttrium, ytterbium, and europium oxides
using acetic, nitric, and HCl by dissociating acids, followed by hydrothermal technique
supported by microwave irradiation and calcination process to confer NPs. Nunes et al. [32]
recently reported the preparation of up-converted NPs consisting of Yttrium oxide, co-
doped with Ytterbium and Europium oxides using triple acids, and the size of the nanopar-
ticles was 50 nm. Thermal behavior was tested using differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) and X-Ray diffraction; it was noteworthy that acetic acid-based nanostructures offer
nanosheets in nm size, whereas hydrochloric acid and nitric acid produce sphere-shaped
NPs. These findings pave the way for NPs to be used in infrared-to-visible up-convertors,
and applications to be explored in optoelectronic devices.

2.8. Extraction of Y2O3 Synthesis

A solvent extraction method was used to isolate and recover yttrium from the original
leaching solution from the fluorescent lamp waste powder dissolved by sulfate and its
optimizing the operational conditions, including reaction pH, equilibrium time, the concen-
tration of extractants, and O/A (organic or aqueous phase) ratio, through the selection of
four extractants that have different chemical features on rare earth metals (REM) extraction.
The reaction mechanisms with yttrium by each extractant, yttrium was confirmed to form
complex compounds at concentration ratios of 1:3, 1:1, and 1:2 with Versatic Acid 10,
D2EHPA, and TOPO, respectively [81]. The recovery potential of yttrium from fluorescent
lamp waste was determined by using a hydrometallurgical process. Leaching of metals
from the waste was studied by applying acids viz. hydrochloric acid (HCl), nitric acid
(HNO3) and sulfuric acid (H2SO4). The influence of various factors (solid: liquid ratio,
reaction temperature, reaction time, and acid concentration) was conducted by full factorial
design for the recovery of yttrium. For the development of a viable hydrometallurgy
approach to treating fluorescent lamp waste effectively, more research is still needed for the
usage of information and expertise at different chemical handling stages, by considering
various constraints in terms of economy and environment [82].

2.9. Green Synthesis

Despite the synthesis of Y2O3 NPs using several sources and methods, the Green
method is suitable and is targeted by many researchers. Several studies have reported
the plant-based nanoparticles using various parts of the plant (leaf, fruits, and pods),
and as-prepared nanoparticles were tested and confirmed by characterization measures,
such as UV-vis, XRD, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), Scanning Elec-
tron Microscopy (SEM), and Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Y2O3 nanoparti-
cles were green synthesized using Acalypha indica leaf extract, with a particle size rang-
ing (23 to 66) nm. The presence of Y–O–Y confirmed the formation of the synthesized
nanoparticles, and O–Y–O stretching vibration using FTIR spectroscopy, changes in ther-
mal behavior via thermogravimetric, and differential scanning calorimetry analyses [63].
Basavegowda et al. [83] also demonstrated green synthesized Y2O3 NPs using Liriope platy-
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phylla rhizome extract. It was reported that the leaf extract acts as the reducing agent
when added to the solution of yttrium nitrate hexahydrate without any additives for
the synthesis of nanoparticles, and the prepared nanoparticles were used as a heteroge-
neous green catalyst for the construction of biologically interesting 1,3-thiazolidin-4-ones
in good-to-excellent yields

Kannan and Sundarajan [17] synthesized Y2O3 NPs using an aqueous extract of
Acalypha indica as a capping agent. Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectrogram was measured
for all calcined NPs, and Y2O3 was found at 284.0 nm. XRD for the yttrium complex showed
an amorphous structure with a broad peak at the calcined Y2O3 NPs, and high-intensity
peaks that belong to the cubic structure with Ia3 group. The lattice parameters (ao) are (10.37
+ 0.01) Å and at 90.00◦. The FT-IR spectrum of Y2O3 showed a sharp band that appeared
at 565 cm−1 that is assigned to (Y–O) stretching vibration and Y2O3 formation, while the
intense band at 588 cm−1 indicates the presence of Y–O–Y asymmetric stretching mode of
vibration corresponding to the surface-bridging oxide. The bands at (873, 1216, 1085, and
1026) cm−1 represent the Y–OH and Y–O–Y groups present in the nanostructure. Another
study has also emphasized that a green step approach was employed using Forsythiae
fructus aqueous fruit extract. Y2O3 NPs were successfully developed recently [37], and
the obtained nanoparticles were reported to exhibit anticancer activity against harmful
pathogens. The nanoparticles’ size was 11 nm. The green synthetic method showed
environmentally friendly, cheap, and reduced toxicity of chemical and less harmful side
effects. This method can be widely advocated as an alternative to expensive physical and
chemical Y2O3 NPs preparation and used as a promising candidate for clinical applications.

3. Biomedical Applications of Yttrium Oxides Nanoparticles

NPs have been synthesized and analyzed for various biomedical applications, such as
biomedical materials, as a prediction marker for identifying deadly diseases in advance, such
as cancer-related diseases [84–88]. Y2O3 has proved to be a potent element and is used in the
biomedicine field. In this section, we discuss applications of Y2O3 in antibacterial activity,
anticancer and hepatoprotective actions, and present neuroprotective activities (Figure 4).
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3.1. Antibacterial Activity

Y2O3 has been shown to reportedly contain the ability of bacterial growth suppressor
against both gram-positive and gram-negative harmful pathogens. The actions of Y2O3
can be divided into two types. Firstly, Y2O3 gets directly into the bacterial cell wall and
activates intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS). Kannan and Sundarrajan et al. [17]
have reported that plant leaf extract of Acalypha indica used NPs were found to be effective
against E. coli, P. aeruginosa, S. marcens, and S. aureus, and minimum concentration was
recorded as (11, 10, 13, and 13) µg m−1, respectively. The optimum concentration of Y2O3
NPs required was reported to be (8–10) µgm−1. The mechanism involved is still not precise.
It was understood that Y2O3 nanoparticles, after invading the bacteria, act on their enzymes
to inactivate them. They subsequently enhance hydrogen peroxide production that leads to
bacterial cell death. It has been noted that the outcomes of their experiments indicated Y2O3
NPs enable the cellular metabolism of the organism to be suppressed, causing the fatality
of bacteria, and Y2O3 could be used as an effective growth inhibitor of several pathogens
and offers scope as an antimicrobial regulating system. Another study demonstrated by
Lelloucle et al. [40] has described a water-based synthesis of yttrium fluoride NPs using
the sonochemical irradiation process. In their studies, E. coli and Staphylococcus aureus were
used as bacterial pathogens with µg/ML range. They suggested that antimicrobial activity
was dependent on the size of the NP and highlighted that yttrium-based NPs have been
used to develop antimicrobial and active biofilm production, which was attributable to
their low solubility conferring external protection on the cell organelles.

The application of NPs as antimicrobials could contribute to an innovative model
of targeting cellular organelles with existing antibiotics [84,89,90]. Recently, Slate et al.
evaluated the metal ion of yttrium, molybdenum, and thallium efficacy against bacteria
K. pneumonia and Acinetobacter baumannii [91]. They found that higher concentration
was needed to inhibit the growth of biofilms, compared to planktonic control. Minimal
inhibitory concentration (MIC) of metal ions in planktonic cells does not affect biofilm.
Yttrium ions and rhenium ions were possible for biofilm production. Wang et al. [92]
used yttrium, Zn, and TiO2 synergistically as antibacterial materials, and formed doping
Zn and yttrium nanoparticles. They were reported to contribute great effectiveness to
the antibacterial activity of TiO2. Several research reports provided that yttrium fluoride
nanoparticles were added to the conventional orthodontic composite resin (Transbond
XT) at different concentrations of prepared and showed significant antibacterial activity
against Streptococcus mutans with adhesion strength comparable to a conventional resin
that is responsible for enamel demineralization, causing white spot lesions [93,94].

3.2. Anticancer Activity

In addition, antimicrobial, antibacterial, and antioxidant Y2O3 NPs exhibited a pre-
dominant anticancer ability. The preparation of NPs using natural products has attracted
remarkable and increased interest, due to its unmatched resources, inexpensive nature, and
as an alternative to chemicals with non-toxicity and offering no biological risk [95] or side
effects. Recently, Basavegowda et al. [83] have demonstrated the synthesis of NPs using
Liriope platyphylla rhizome extract with a size of 17 nm that reportedly exhibited anticancer
activity. Similarly, Nagajyothi et al. [39] have reported Y2O3 synthesis involving Forsythiae
fructus aqueous fruit extract and validated its anticancer ability against kidney cancer cell
lines, such as Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) and Caki-2. The results showed a
flake-like flower appearance of NPs with a size of 11 nm. The toxicity effect reveals that
NPs exhibited no toxic effect on the normal MDCK cells, while more toxicity to renal cancer
cells in high concentration was reported in Figure 5.
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Hosseini et al. [96] have suggested the combined effects of Y2O3 and cerium oxide
protected beta-cell apoptosis by accelerating the oxidative stress-dependent apoptotic
pathway. In tissue engineering, Y2O3 finds other applications in which metal oxide (Y2O3)
NPs are embedded in polycaprolactone (PCL) scaffolds to enhance the proliferation of
endogenous cells, and exhibited angiogenic properties. The findings of the experiment
reported that the presence of Y2O3 in the scaffolds upregulates the cell expression of
proliferation-associated molecules, like vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). The study concluded that Y2O3 NPs play a
crucial part in tissue engineering scaffolds to induce proliferation and angiogenesis. NPs
offer cytoprotection to healthy cells from ROS impacts. However, they attract and kill cancer
cells using enhanced ROS generation. Cancer cells possess an acidic microenvironment,
due to its series of biochemical reactions, such as glycolysis, and produced lactic acid
accumulation [97] prevailed. Polyethylene glycol methacrylate phosphate (Poly-EGMP)
yttrium NPs proved to be safe up to 0.1 mg/g body weight in 1-month-old Sprague-Dawley
rats, showing also the ability to cross the blood-brain barrier a short time after tail injection.
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The surface modification of yttrium NPs here described allows these NPs to be potentially
used in theranostics to reduce neurodegenerative damage due to heat stress [98]. Non-
cationic nanomaterials that adsorb DNA but cannot quench fluorescence are less known.
These materials are attractive for studying the mechanism of DNA-based surface reactions.
Y2O3 was found to have this property and it has been used for fluorescently labeled
oligonucleotides as probes to study the mechanism of DNA adsorption [99]. Therefore,
Y2O3 is a potential option for inhibiting the growth of cancer cells.

3.3. Hepatoprotective Role of Y2O3

Nanotechnology is represented by nanoscale materials with appealing physicochem-
ical and biological features and has received increasing attention. These materials are
used as different therapeutic agents for treating diseases, including hepatic cellular-related
disorders. Recently, Song et al. [100] have reported that Y2O3 NPs injection of 30 mg/kg
increased hepatic antioxidant status, and suppressed the antioxidant stress and inflam-
matory responses in lipopolysaccharide-induced mice. They also found that Y2O3 NPs
have inhibited hepatic NF-kB induction, apoptosis, and liver injury, and explored them as
an innovative therapeutic strategy for treating fulminant hepatic failure. Moreover, it has
been observed effectively in oxidative stress-associated diseases. Similarly, another study
reported by Hosseni et al. [96] reported that yttrium oxide nanoparticles with cerium oxide
have effectively exhibited antioxidant behavior by activating ROS, and a key need for cell
apoptosis was well established.

3.4. Actions as Antioxidant

Currently, nanotechnology and nanoparticle usage is a growing research area. ROS
represents hydroxyl radical (OH), superoxide radical (O2), and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2).
Among them, (OH) group attracts and associates with lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids
that lead to the disintegration of the outer membrane of organelles, and causes functional
deterioration in genetic materials and proteins [101]. To compensate for the toxic effect of
ROS, the body activates antioxidant defense responses, viz. enzymatic and nonenzymatic
components [102]. Oxidative stress is known to cause several complex diseases, including
diabetes mellitus [103]. Increased oxidative stress, coupled with an increased level of ROS
caused the injury, and splitting cellular DNA strand was reported [104]. Y2O3 is a metal
oxide that exhibits remarkable free energy of oxide formation sourced from elemental oxide.
Y2O3 NPs enable protection of the cells from oxidative stress-induced cell death, based on
the structure of the particles, and the unique nature of its size in the range (6–1000) nm [105].
In recent times, the use of silver nanoparticles in diabetic wound healing therapy was also
reported. Other oxide NPs are synthesized, and proved to be a free radical scavenger [106].

Several researchers on various cell types have investigated the antioxidant properties
of Y2O3. A higher concentration of Y2O3 NPs enhanced the production of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) in cells, leading to stimulating the immune system. A study conducted by
Hosseini et al. [96] reported the effects of cerium oxide NPs and Y2O3 on pancreatic islets,
and the effects of Y2O3 and CeO2 NPs on anti-apoptosis in a rat model. The combination of
Y2O3 and CeO2 NPs inhibited the oxidant production and apoptosis and high viability of
normal cells, and insulin secretion was also observed. These indicated Y2O3 and CeO2 NPs
may be involved in the protection of beta-cell apoptosis by accelerating oxidative stress.
Currently, another study carried out by Aglan et al. [107] has explored that Y2O3 NPs and
CeO2 NPs exerted efficient antioxidant potential, and could be used in the proliferation
of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). Various sizes of Y2O3 influenced the morphology,
and the proliferative potential of MSCs are proved to be Y2O3, CeO2 NPs participating
in intensifying the proliferation process of the human dental pulp. Earlier reports have
speculated that the well-known free radical scavenger effects of Y2O3 NPs are attributed to
their non-stoichiometric crystal structure [108]. In 2006, Schubert et al. [109] also studied
the Y2O3 NPs effects on nerve cells, and their protection from the lethality of the cells from
oxidative stress and neuroprotection is reportedly independent of particle size. Yttrium
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oxide can serve as an antioxidant to control or neutralize the ROS needed to exterminate
the cells. Therefore, Y2O3 has played a crucial role in antioxidant and neuroprotective
against oxidative stress and apoptosis in vivo.

4. Drug Delivery Applications

Y2O3 physiochemical properties have also been used in several biomedicine applica-
tions and utilized as potential drug delivery vehicles. This application targeted at cancer
cells has shown to be a combined anticancer effect, due to its cytotoxic ability towards can-
cer cells. Many researchers studied Y2O3 NPs using drug delivery methods. Jia et al. [110]
have synthesized similar-sized NPs derived from melamine-formaldehyde (MF) templates,
followed by calcination, and counted crystalline Y2O3 precursors to Y2O3 NPs during the
annealing process. The shell of hollow nanospheres was filled with numerous NPs of a
similar size. Moreover, a lanthanide activator Ln3+ doped with Y2O3 NPs was synthesized,
and such NPs were found to be bright and sensitive to up-and-down-conversion of lumines-
cence ability with a diverse color source. The nanoparticles have proved to be an effective
drug vehicle for cancer-related diseases. Another study conducted by Patra et al. [111] has
recently reported that yttrium oxide fluorescence and magnetic, bifunctional nanoparticles
have shown an unmatched application, including nano drugs. Their findings demonstrated
bifunctional hollow microsphere (BHMs) hollow core structures that were designed and
loaded with ibufrotus drugs. This was examined in preclinical research, and showed that
BHMs executed appreciable drug delivery and loaded capacity (126 mg/g). Moreover,
a prolonged time of drug release was also observed. This ability provides insight into
employing these Y2O3 NPs as drug carriers targeting cancer cell therapy.

Microscopic particles are great to deal with the increasing interest in the cytotoxicity
of NPs [112]; few researchers have studied the responses of nerve cells exposed to NPs.
However, there are limited studies to examine the biological consequences of synthetic
nanoparticles. Soto et al. [113] determined the cytotoxicity of a group of NPs on the well-
recognized cell line of murine macrophages and showed that a diverse group of NPs is
cytotoxic. David Schubert et al. have reported that Y2O3 NPs have shown the rescue
role of nerve cells from oxidative stress in HT22 cells [109]. Neuroprotection is associated
with the size of the NPs. The study revealed that Y2O3 NPs served as a direct antioxidant,
and blockaded the ROS production. The mode of action was stimulated by reducing the
level of ROS production that speeds up and activates ROS defense mechanism, prior to
glutamate-induced apoptosis being complete. This occurred while exposure of cells to
the NPs reportedly stimulated a low level of ROS [114]. ROS in the best way to predict
direct antioxidants in intact cells [115]. Y2O3 NPs are able to curtail the pools of generated
ROS non-NPs oxides or salts that are not protective that indicated size and structure
determinations for the antioxidant efficiency of NPs. However, it has been reported that the
neuroprotective response purely depends upon the physiochemical and characteristics of
exposed nanoparticles and their size. They demonstrated Y2O3 NPs showed more potent
antioxidants than CeO2. Thus, it can be concluded that NPs of Y2O3 can help the survival
of nerve cells under oxidative stress, which could be used for therapeutic applications.

5. Luminescence and Imaging

Y2O3 is a white solid thermal material that is stable and is used for conferring or-
ange to red in the television picture tube. It offers purity of color and stability. Y2O3 is
used for emission display vacuum fluorescent display, and its physical properties were
exploited in the plasma display panel and the electroluminescence, cathodoluminescence,
and thermoluminescence fields [28]. Y2O3 use in solar energy conversion devices, UV
radiation emitters, and telecommunication devices has been reported, due to its high
bandgap [116,117]. This showed an effective permittivity and clean transparency to IFR ra-
diation [118–121], with a melting point of 2439 ◦C [119]. Due to the ionic radius of Y3+ being
similar to rare-earth doping Y2O3 nanoparticles, they have been used as rare-earth-doped
yttrium materials [122]. Several studies demonstrated that Y2O3 has diverse applications
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in material sciences. Y2O3 potential in thermal stability, superior infrared transmission
range ((1–8) micron wavelength), and erosion resistance ability enables them to be used
as a unique material in protection domes for the infrared sensor, temperature sensor, and
solar cell sensors. Moreover, they have been used in ultrafast sensors in X-rays.

The research reports indicated that the nanoparticles can be synthesized with different
sizes, shapes, and optical properties by various methods. The appealing property of
emission of red light was used for the manufacture of fluorescent lamps. The current
study showed that Y2O3 doped with rare-earth ions had been used for solid-state lighting
purposes [123]. The Y2O3 doped Eu3+ ions (Y2O3: Eu3+) act as a main oxide-based red-
emitting phosphor, which is used widely in the lighting industry and solid-state laser-based
devices [124]. Luminescence investigation confirmed that the majority of the Eu3+ ions
occupy the Y2O3 site, and luminescence intensity increases with particle size/crystallinity.
While using PL, its images (Figure 6) are visible to the naked eye, and from this, the
photoluminescence (612 nm) that is related to Eu3+ is high for 5 mol.% Eu3+ doping and
more intense in the 900 ◦C annealed Y2O3: Eu3+ [125]. At the same time, there is a uniform
emission of Eu3+ throughout the sample annealed at 600 ◦C, while the comparatively
less intense Eu3+ emission could be due to OH bonds associated with the matrix at such
relatively low annealing temperatures [126]. The PL lifetime decreases with the dopant
concentration from ((2.26 to 1.77) and from (2.35 to 1.81)) ms in the case of (600 and
900) ◦C annealing, respectively. The luminescence observed was strong in Y2O3: Eu3+ with
slow decay (maximum decay time of 2.35 ms), and it is a good candidate for interesting
applications, such as biosensors and red components for white light LEDs. It could be a
promising approach for fabricating optoelectronic thin films with high optical quality [125].
Y2O3: Eu3+ phosphor powders were prepared by the Sol-combustion synthesis method
using sulfur-containing organic fuel in ethanol–aqueous solution, and investigated how
the structure, morphology, and luminescence intensities of these phosphors are affected by
varying fuel-to-host ratios (S/Y) [127].

Upon excitation, Eu3+ doped systems indicate many Stark energy levels in the visible
region. Luminescence transitions corresponding to the 5D0-7FJ manifold in the orange-red
region are of practical significance [128]. The emission spectrum of the Eu3+ ion-doped
in a Y2O3 matrix with different S/Y molar ratios was obtained. The emission observed
in the (514–700) nm range is ascribed to the well-known Eu3+ 5D0→7FJ (J 1

4 0, 1, 2, 3 and
4) transitions. This prompts the formation of rare earth oxide by igniting first during
heating, which leads to a combustion decomposition reaction. Y2O3: Eu3+ microcrystalline
structures were obtained using thiourea as organic fuel [127].

Lin et al. [65] synthesized Y2O3 powder phosphors without metal activators by the
sol-gel method, and they show an intense bluish-white emission (ranging 350 to 600 nm,
centered at 416 nm) under a wide range of UV light excitation of 235–400 nm. Since Y3+

itself is non-luminous, the observed luminescence from the Y2O3 samples must be related
to chemical-bond breakage with resultant carbon formation, and/or the non-stoichiometry
created by the oxygen deficiency in the system [129–131]. Here, the luminescent mecha-
nisms have been ascribed to the carbon impurities in the Y2O3 host. This phosphor can
be potentially used as a new efficient blue-emitting material for white LEDs [65]. Y2O3
is used in the multicolor imaging technique to understand the biological activity of cells
using cathode luminescence (CL). In CL imaging, Y2O3:Tm; Y2O3:Tb, and Y2O3:Eu were
involved as phosphors [132]. Y2O3 doped with europium was reported for the emission of
red-orange color using agitation by cathode luminescence [133]. Recent literature empha-
sized that using the CL characteristics of Y2O3 with dope Eu, a thin film can be generated
by applying the magnetron sputtering method [134].
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This is an advanced key technology for biomedical research to image biological materi-
als and is used for photodynamic therapy, the high sensitivity and superior resolution being
attributed to its drug delivery system [135,136]. The mechanism involved is traditionally
boilable for imaging, covering organic dyes (fluorescent protein and quantum dots). Such
a boilable process has been used for fluorescence bioimaging (FBI) ultraviolet excitation or
UV light. The fluorescent protein used themselves and biological organelles are damaged
in responding to phototoxicity, due to the heavy quantum energy of the exciting light.
A recent study demonstrated the surface modifications of Y2O3-Er with a couple of layers of
PAAc used as interfacing materials, and acetal PeG-b-DAMA contributes to the successful
NIR imaging of NPs [137]. NPs size of (10–200) nm was found to be suitable for infrared
excitation. Another study explained Plasmon-enhanced up-conversion was reported in
Au/Sio Y2O3, in which Yb3+ and Er2 showed a strong NIR emission under NIR excitation.
Ukare et al. also noticed NIR emission across the swine colon wall [122]. Moreover, yttrium
oxide was used as functional GAN-based MOS devices.

High-power lasers are applied in materials processing, remote sensing, communica-
tions, and inertial confinement fusion (ICF) [138]. Y2O3 doped NPs exhibit ceramic laser
materials, and act as an added advantage. Another investigation demonstrated Tm-doped
Y2O3 could be used as an eye safety laser [139]. Moreover, Y2O3 acts as active microwave
filters [140,141]. Therefore, Y2O3 can be a candidate in luminescent display devices for a
non-toxic, good host for light-emitting materials in laser and sensor devices, and used as a
phosphor in LED. Current literature favored that Y2O3 can be used in advanced technology
photodynamic therapy and the drug delivery system. In addition to producing permanent
magnets and microwave filters, it can finally be concluded that Y2O3 NPs morphology and
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size of particles enhanced its apparent elegant nature, and can be used in high-resolution
display optical devices.

NPs technology is quite a speedily developing field and is showing a bright scope
for biomedical applications. Recently, advanced techniques, such as photonics, and bio-
photonics research, have turned to a particular emphasis on the development of surface
extended and functionalized NPs for therapeutic diagnosis and targeted treatments for
several diseases. Bioimaging and predicting disease markers required fabricated NPs
with a nanosize of 25 nm. Y2O3 NPs were found to possess two photons that enabled
them to convert infrared light to visible light. Another related study has demonstrated
that an organic, inorganic hybrid class with yttrium oxides NPs were synthesized using
a sol-gel process with proper zirconium side, yttrium chloride, water, and chloroform to
obtain H bonds between Zn–OH group. A single step of the sol-gel process was followed
to precipitate NPs, possessing ketoprofen used for controlled drug delivery [36]). Such
synthesized NPs derived by the sol-gel method enable a novel approach for a controlled
drug delivery system. Microscopic NIR fluorescence images of histological sections of
mice kidney confirmed that within 1 h, some 50 and 250 nm nanoparticles had entered the
glomerulus part of the kidney, suggesting that some of the injected nanoparticles may be
excreted. NIR fluorescence emission from histological sections of the liver samples con-
firmed the difference in the distribution patterns of PEG-b-PAAc-modified and unmodified
Er3+:Y2O3 (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Fluorescence emission from mice liver samples after 24 h injection period with (a) bare,
and (b) poly(ethylene glycol-b poly(acrylic acid)c (PEG-b-PAAc)-modified Er3+:Y2O3 nanoparticles
(250 nm); (c,d) bright-field images of bare and PEG-b-PAAc-modified samples, respectively (scale
bar: 25 µm). (Reprinted with permission from Reference [142]. Copyright© 2013 American Chemical
Society).
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The NIR fluorescence area in Figure 7a,b denotes the distribution of Er3+:Y2O3 in
the blood vessels of mice liver. This observation shows that PEG-b-PAAc modification
significantly reduced the agglomeration of Er3+:Y2O3 under physiological conditions.
Further investigations by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, including the
quantification of Er3+:Y2O3 present in mice organs, are recently underway [142].

Near-infrared bioimaging (NIR) is a growing field in optical research. Because of the
absence of strong scattering and color fading of phosphors, they could offer persistent
color and perfect imaging. Trivalent-rare-earth ion-doped Y2O3 nanocrystals have been
synthesized, and their photoluminescence properties have been studied under 980 nm
laser diode excitation. The ratio of the intensity of green luminescence to that of red
luminescence has decreased with an increase of concentration of Yb3+Yb3+ in Er3+Er3+

doped Y2O3 nanocrystals. Insufficient quantities of Yb3+ to Er3+ the bright red emission
near 660 nm has been predominant due to the 4F9/2–4I15/24F9/2–4I15/2 transition of Er3+.
The primary color components are in these red, green, and blue emissions, from which a
wide spectrum of colors, including white, would be produced by appropriately mixing
them. In fluorescence bioimaging, yttrium oxide-derived, rare-earth-doped ceramic NPs
were used for biological imaging targets.

Nowadays, the delivery of liposome encapsulating ceramic phosphorus has been
widely employed [143] and used as a drug delivery system. Jia et al. [110] have synthesized
and reported a similar-sized sphere derived from melamine-formaldehyde (MF) templates,
followed by calcination. This could be converted into a crystalline Y2O3 precursor into
Y2O3 during annealing. Moreover, SEM and TEM studies supported those Y2O3 hollow
particles inherited a spherical shape and a better distribution of MF templates. The shell of
hollow spheres was filled with a large number of nanoparticles of similar size. Furthermore,
a lanthanide activator ion Ln3+ doped with Y2O3 hollow nanoparticle was found to be
bright and offered sensitive up- and down-conversion luminescence ability with diverse
colors sourced from activator ions at 980 nm light vibration (Figure 8). This is used for
targeting in the field of advanced flat panel display and drug delivery systems.
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Figure 8. (a) Up-conversion (UC) luminescence spectra of Y2O3:10% Yb3+, 1% Er3+ hollow spheres under
980 nm light excitation, and (b) the temporal behavior of Er3+ in Y2O3:10% Yb3+, 1% Er3+ sample.
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Inset is the luminescence decay curve of Er3+ (662 nm, 4 F9/2–4 I15/2). (Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [110]. Copyright© 2013 American Chemical Society).

6. Practical Applications and Future Research Perspectives

Despite the considerable progress made in recent years in the development of rare-
earth-based nanomaterials for biotechnological applications, which is reflected in a large
number of metal-organic frameworks and NPs accessible with many different compositions,
morphology, size, properties, and applications, some challenges and improvements have
yet to be addressed before these systems can be used clinically. The development of
multifunctional systems is certainly one of the most useful research focuses on the design
of rare-earth-based nanomaterials for biotechnological applications. In fact, numerous
luminescent rare-earth based nanomaterials are developed to provide at least one additional
functionality, either as MRI thus providing a clear diagnosis by combining the advantages
of each modality. Rare-earth-based nanomaterials can act as very efficient contrast agents
in a variety of applications. Medical imaging methods and provide a wide range of options
for modern cancer therapy. Y2O3 NPs is an air-stable, solid substance white in color. It
is used in the field of material sciences to make phosphors that are used in imparting
the red color of the picture tubes in televisions. Another major use of the yttrium oxide
nanoparticles is in inorganic synthesis. In the field of materials science, these particles find
a number of applications such as imparting color to the television picture tubes. It is also
used in the making of plasma and flat panel displays. Yttrium iron garnets are derived
from yttrium oxide are used as powerful microwave filters. Y2O3 is a vital starting point in
the inorganic synthesis of compounds. The property of red light emission is used in making
fluorescent lamps. They are also used as additives in the coatings used in high-temperature
applications, paints, and plastics for guarding against UV degradation and also in making
permanent magnets and in ultrafast sensors that are used in g-ray and X-rays. Some of
the other applications include additives in steel, non-ferrous alloys, and iron. Y2O3 NPs
are an excellent host material for rare earth metals and have high luminescence efficiency
providing a potential application in photodynamic therapy and biological imaging.

7. Conclusions

Nanoparticles research is at the forefront because of its enormous technological poten-
tial. As a leading nanomaterial in targeted drug delivery and nanomedicine, precise sizes
with specified surface characteristics are the key requirements for nanoparticle synthesis.
Y2O3 nanoparticles play a vital role in the biomedical field. This review discussed their
physicochemical properties, such as their size, shape, structure, and chemical nature that
influence their biomedical applications. Their unique properties, such as higher dielectric
constant and good thermal stability, when compared with other inorganic nanoparticles,
were highlighted. The antioxidant and antimicrobial nature of the yttrium oxide nanopar-
ticles was highly debatable while being applied for cancer therapies. The biomedical
application of yttrium oxides, like drug delivery, biosensors, bioimaging, fluorescence
imaging, and anticancer therapies, were highlighted. This review provides a good platform
for further yttrium oxide nanoparticles research, particularly in the field of biomedical
applications.
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